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Free read Thelonious monk collection
piano transcriptions artist transcriptions
Copy
artist transcriptions now you can play exactly what monk played on 12 jazz classics this folio
features note for note transcriptions from monk recordings as well as a bio and discography
showing which recordings were used pieces include blue monk eronel evidence hackensack
jackie ing little rootie tootie monk s point north of the sunset pannonica round midnight ruby my
dear trinkle tinkle jazz transcriptions the ultimate collection of monk classics transcribed note for
note includes 40 of his most well known performances ranging from his entire career including
april in paris ba lue bolivar ba lues are bolivar blues blue monk bye ya just a gigolo off minor
round midnight ruby my dear straight no chaser and more artist transcriptions now the
intermediate level pianist can play and study the music of this jazz giant this collection includes
14 tunes monk made great arranged by t s monk band member ronnie mathews songs include
brilliant corners criss cross hackensack pannonica round midnight thelonious well you needn t
and more also includes a biography discography performance notes and more the jazz piano
collection is a specially selected songbook that combines classic and contemporary jazz
numbers with an abundant variety of styles to enjoy including rich chords contouring melodies
smooth sounds swinging rhythms and much more each piece is arranged for intermediate solo
piano with chord symbols perfect for lower level pianists looking to stretch themselves or more
advanced layer looking to expand their repertoire a night in tunisia dizzy gillespie all blues miles
davis anthropology dizzy gillespie charlie parker big noise form winnetka bob crosby the bob
cats blue bossa kenny dorham blue monk thelonious monk cantaloupe island herbie hancock
corcovado quiet nights of quiet stars antonio carlos jobim desafinado slightly out of tune antonio
carlos jobim don t wait too long madeleine peyroux fly me to the moon in other words frank
sinatra footprints wayne shorter georgia on my mind ray charles here s that rainy day jimmy van
heusen i wish i knew how it would feel to be free billy taylor in a sentimental mood duke
ellington li l darlin count basie lullaby of birdland george shearing maiden voyage herbie
hancock moanin blakely art the jazz messengers oleo sonny rollins perdido count basie perdido
duke ellington so what miles davis solitude duke ellington st james infirmary blues traditional
straight no chaser thelonious monk take five dave brubeck take the a train duke ellington the
girl in the other room diana krall the sidewinder lee morgan bh piano composed for the round
midnight variations project a collection of variations inspired by jazz composer and pianist
thelonious monk inspired by the story that monk often composed at a piano which was located
in the kitchen of his nyc apartment artist transcriptions fifties and 60s bop saxophonist jackie
mclean has such a signature sound the all music guide maintains that his playing is recognizable
in two notes this deluxe songbook features his note for note transcriptions of 14 super standards
as well as a bio and discography songs bird lives bluesnik a house is not a home i can t get
started with you i remember you i ll take romance let s face the music and dance little melonae
melody for melonae my old flame nature boy a nightingale sang in berkeley square sentimental
journey what s new the first full biography of thelonious monk written by a brilliant historian with
full access to the family s archives and with dozens of interviews artist transcriptions a must for
every trumpet player this songbook features 20 newly transcribed solos from this jazz giant s
long and varied career from swing to bebop to latin includes anthropology blues n boogie con
alma dizzy atmosphere dizzy meets sonny i can t get started with you it don t mean a thing if it
ain t got that swing jersey bounce manteca a night in tunisia salt peanuts sophisticated lady
stardust stella by starlight tin tin deo woodyn you and more includes an extensive biography
and discography 演奏も振る舞いも超個性的で自由で独特そのもの しかし じっくり耳を傾ければその音楽は聴く者の心を強く励まし 深く静かに説得してくれる 高
名な批評家 若き日を知るミュージシャン 仕事を共にしたプロデューサーらが綴った文章に加え 村上春樹自身のエッセイと 私的レコード案内 でその魅力の真髄に迫る piano
solo personality the 2nd edition now features 16 of waller s best including african ripples ain t
misbehavin alligator crawl clothes line ballet e flat blues gladyse handful of keys honeysuckle
rose i ve got a feeling i m falling keepin out of mischief now my feelings are hurt numb fumblin
russian fantasy smashing thirds valentine stomp viper s drag presents various interdisciplinary
articles to bridge the gulf between classical and popular music this is avram mednicks third non
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fiction book about music go figure since his best instrument is the radio this one is about live
albums one hundred of which he discusses he seems to be stuck on that number jazz makers
gathers together short biographies of more than 50 of jazz s greatest stars from its early
beginnings to the present the stories of these innovative instrumentalists bandleaders and
composers reveal the fascinating history of jazz in six parts the pioneers including scott joplin
louis armstrong and bessie smith swing bands and soloists with duke ellington ella fitzgerald and
billie holiday the piano giants featuring fats waller art tatum and mary lou williams birth of
bebop including dizzy gillepsie charlie parker and miles davis cool jazz hard bop and fusion with
john coltrane sonny rollins and stan getz a century of jazz featuring wynton marsalis joshua
redman and other contemporary greats the most highly acclaimed jazz theory book ever
published over 500 pages of comprehensive but easy to understand text covering every aspect
of how jazz is constructed chord construction ii v i progressions scale theory chord scale
relationships the blues reharmonization and much more a required text in universities world
wide translated into five languages endorsed by jamey aebersold james moody dave liebman
etc transnational environmental policy analyses a surprising success story in the field of
international environmental policy making the threat to the ozone layer posed by industrial
chemicals and how it has been averted the book also raises the more general question about
the problem solving capacities of industrialised countries and the world society as a whole reiner
grundmann investigates the regulations which have been put in place at an international level
and how the process evolved over twenty years in the us and germany lead sheets for b e and c
instruments at the same time that this chapter continues to introduce readers to tete montoliu s
life musical work and impact it also challenges certain transnational assumptions regarding
spanish jazz it is important to attend to ways in which the listening practices of mid twentieth
century anglophone audiences were shaped by the popular jazz market in particular it is by
dispensing with misrepresentations of the connection between jazz and flamenco that readers
can move beyond mere sketches of spain and begin to appreciate the full complexity of iberian
jazz this effort is further supported by montoliu s own strong opinion that mezclar flamenco con
el jazz es como mezclar las almejas con el chocolate es una mezcla imposible de digerir mixing
flamenco with jazz is like mixing clams with chocolate it is a mixture that is impossible to digest
what do louis armstrong ray charles bob dylan willie nelson tom waits cassandra wilson and ani
difranco have in common in highway 61 revisited acclaimed music critic gene santoro says the
answer is jazz not just the musical style but jazz s distinctive ambiance and attitudes as
legendary bebop rebel charlie parker once put it if you don t live it it won t come out of your
horn unwinding that zen like statement santoro traces how jazz s existential art has infused
outstanding musicians in nearly every wing of american popular music blues folk gospel
psychedelic rock country bluegrass soul funk hiphop with its parallel process of self discovery
and artistic creation through musical improvisation taking less traveled paths through the last
century of american pop highway 61 revisited maps unexpected musical and cultural links
between such apparently disparate figures as louis armstrong willie nelson bob dylan and herbie
hancock miles davis lenny bruce the grateful dead bruce springsteen and many others focusing
on jazz s power to connect santoro shows how the jazz milieu created a fertile space where
whites and blacks could meet in america on something like equal grounds and indeed where art
and entertainment politics and poetry mainstream culture and its subversive offshoots were
drawn together in a heady mix whose influence has proved both far reaching and seemingly
inexhaustible combining interviews and original research and marked throughout by santoro s
wide ranging grasp of cultural history highway 61 revisited offers readers a new look at and a
new way of listening to the many ways jazz has colored the entire range of american popular
music in all its dazzling profusion artist transcriptions 18 transcriptions from one of the greatest
and most revered jazz pianists including a child is born the continental the girl from ipanema
gravy waltz i m old fashioned it ain t necessarily so little girl blue love is here to stay moanin my
one and only love noreen s nocturne on the trail over the rainbow place st henri rockin chair
round midnight stella by starlight sweet georgia brown one of the best books certainly the best
nonfiction book that i ve read recently nancy pearl on npr s morning edition an extraordinary
achievement new york times book review an award winning writer captures a year that defined
the modern world intertwining historical events around the globe with key moments from her
personal history the year 1947 marks a turning point in the twentieth century peace with
germany becomes a tool to fortify the west against the threats of the cold war the cia is created
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israel is about to be born simone de beauvoir experiences the love of her life an ill george orwell
is writing his last book and christian dior creates the hyper feminine new look as women are
forced out of jobs and back into the home in the midst of it all a ten year old hungarian jewish
boy resides in a refugee camp for children of parents murdered by the nazis this year he has to
make the decision of a lifetime one that will determine his own fate and that of his daughter yet
to be born elisabeth this updated second edition is an in depth exploration of elgar s
compositions and of writings by and about the composer and his music the past 16 years have
seen a steady increase in scholarly publications and the emergence of the elgar society journal
as well as further discoveries of the composer s mss and letters and the new edition
incorporates this latest research the compositions are examined in a work by work catalog in
chronological order in which each entry gives a complete census and collation of manuscript
proof text biographical printed edition and bibliographical sources for each item the listing also
includes unfinished sketches and details of much unpublished material the bibliography section
covers selected established literature as well as details of reviews and articles contained in the
european periodicals at the climax of elgar s career this updated second edition is an in depth
exploration of elgar s compositions and of writings by and about the composer and his music the
past 16 years have seen a steady increase in scholarly publications and the emergence of the
elgar society journal as well as further discoveries of the composer s mss and letters and the
new edition incorporates this latest research the compositions are examined in a work by work
catalog in chronological order in which each entry gives a complete census and collation of
manuscript proof text biographical printed edition and bibliographical sources for each item the
listing also includes unfinished sketches and details of much unpublished material the
bibliography section covers selected established literature as well as details of reviews and
articles contained in the european periodicals at the climax of elgar s career christopher kent
was nominated unanimously by the scrutiny panel of the international association of music
libraries archives and research centres for the 2014 c b oldman prize for the most outstanding
reference resource published in 2014 he received the award at their annual conference held at
the university of aston birmingham in april to what extent can music be employed to shape one
culture s understanding of another in the american imagination japan has represented the most
alien nation for over 150 years this perceived difference has inspired fantasies of both desire
and repulsion through which japanese culture has profoundly impacted the arts and industry of
the u s while the influence of japan on american and european painting architecture design
theater and literature has been celebrated in numerous books and exhibitions the role of music
has been virtually ignored until now w anthony sheppard s extreme exoticism offers a detailed
documentation and wide ranging investigation of music s role in shaping american perceptions
of the japanese the influence of japanese music on american composers and the place of
japanese americans in american musical life presenting numerous american encounters with
and representations of japanese music and japan this book reveals how music functions in exotic
representation across a variety of genres and media and how japanese music has at various
times served as a sign of modernist experimentation a sounding board for defining american
music and a tool for reshaping conceptions of race and gender from the tin pan alley songs of
the russo japanese war period to weezer s pinkerton album music has continued to inscribe
japan as the land of extreme exoticism ビル エヴァンス キース ジャレットと並び人気の高いジャズ ピアニスト セロニアス モンク 本書は 謎
と伝説に包まれた独創のジャズ音楽家 セロニアス モンクの生涯とその実像に迫った初のノンフィクションのジャズ物語 what if you could change your
life and write your own story what if you could make your dreams come true to say bones isn t
thrilled with his dead end job at the venus motel would be an understatement but when you re
fifteen with no family expecting any prospects for your future feels pretty pointless you just
have to roll with the whims of the powers that be and the motel owner calico foster can t keep
herself afloat much less rescue a lost kid a job is all she can offer why jimmy la roux chooses the
venus to land at when he rolls out of the desert and into the parking lot is more than anyone
knows but with a rattle of harley pipes and a cloud of dissipating dust he roars in fresh from
blasting through the cosmos ready to change all of their lives complete with jeans boots hair and
muttonchops swept back from cosmic winds and muscles like ropes he looks like he could take
on any sorrow and wrestle it into submission and he s wielding a magic box that makes anything
that goes into it disappear forever welcome to the venus motel where a million stars dance
above the neon and things are almost never what they seem with a cast of characters including
a blues playing magician biker a broken singer running away from her past a couple of down and
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out crooks a lovelorn cowboy and a famous author drowning his demons in a bottle of rum venus
sings the blues is vivid quirky ride into the desert southwest like all of buck storm s stories it s
full of humor and depth and takes a lyrical look at god s love and his pursuit of man in a style
reminiscent of an engaging blend of jimmy buffet and gabriel garcía márquez includes cd with
music from artists in edgecombe greene jones lenoir nash pitt wayne and wilson counties
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Thelonious Monk - Collection (Songbook) 2006-05-01
artist transcriptions now you can play exactly what monk played on 12 jazz classics this folio
features note for note transcriptions from monk recordings as well as a bio and discography
showing which recordings were used pieces include blue monk eronel evidence hackensack
jackie ing little rootie tootie monk s point north of the sunset pannonica round midnight ruby my
dear trinkle tinkle

Thelonious Monk - Omnibook for Piano 2022-07-01
jazz transcriptions the ultimate collection of monk classics transcribed note for note includes 40
of his most well known performances ranging from his entire career including april in paris ba
lue bolivar ba lues are bolivar blues blue monk bye ya just a gigolo off minor round midnight
ruby my dear straight no chaser and more

Thelonious Monk Plays Standards 2002
artist transcriptions now the intermediate level pianist can play and study the music of this jazz
giant this collection includes 14 tunes monk made great arranged by t s monk band member
ronnie mathews songs include brilliant corners criss cross hackensack pannonica round midnight
thelonious well you needn t and more also includes a biography discography performance notes
and more

Thelonious Monk - Intermediate Piano Solos (Songbook)
2000-01-01
the jazz piano collection is a specially selected songbook that combines classic and
contemporary jazz numbers with an abundant variety of styles to enjoy including rich chords
contouring melodies smooth sounds swinging rhythms and much more each piece is arranged
for intermediate solo piano with chord symbols perfect for lower level pianists looking to stretch
themselves or more advanced layer looking to expand their repertoire a night in tunisia dizzy
gillespie all blues miles davis anthropology dizzy gillespie charlie parker big noise form winnetka
bob crosby the bob cats blue bossa kenny dorham blue monk thelonious monk cantaloupe island
herbie hancock corcovado quiet nights of quiet stars antonio carlos jobim desafinado slightly out
of tune antonio carlos jobim don t wait too long madeleine peyroux fly me to the moon in other
words frank sinatra footprints wayne shorter georgia on my mind ray charles here s that rainy
day jimmy van heusen i wish i knew how it would feel to be free billy taylor in a sentimental
mood duke ellington li l darlin count basie lullaby of birdland george shearing maiden voyage
herbie hancock moanin blakely art the jazz messengers oleo sonny rollins perdido count basie
perdido duke ellington so what miles davis solitude duke ellington st james infirmary blues
traditional straight no chaser thelonious monk take five dave brubeck take the a train duke
ellington the girl in the other room diana krall the sidewinder lee morgan

The Jazz Piano Collection 2015-04-16
bh piano composed for the round midnight variations project a collection of variations inspired
by jazz composer and pianist thelonious monk inspired by the story that monk often composed
at a piano which was located in the kitchen of his nyc apartment

セロニアス・モンク 1978
artist transcriptions fifties and 60s bop saxophonist jackie mclean has such a signature sound
the all music guide maintains that his playing is recognizable in two notes this deluxe songbook
features his note for note transcriptions of 14 super standards as well as a bio and discography
songs bird lives bluesnik a house is not a home i can t get started with you i remember you i ll
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take romance let s face the music and dance little melonae melody for melonae my old flame
nature boy a nightingale sang in berkeley square sentimental journey what s new

セロニアス・モンク 2016-07
the first full biography of thelonious monk written by a brilliant historian with full access to the
family s archives and with dozens of interviews

Monk in the Kitchen 2012-05-01
artist transcriptions a must for every trumpet player this songbook features 20 newly
transcribed solos from this jazz giant s long and varied career from swing to bebop to latin
includes anthropology blues n boogie con alma dizzy atmosphere dizzy meets sonny i can t get
started with you it don t mean a thing if it ain t got that swing jersey bounce manteca a night in
tunisia salt peanuts sophisticated lady stardust stella by starlight tin tin deo woodyn you and
more includes an extensive biography and discography

The Jackie McLean Collection 2004
演奏も振る舞いも超個性的で自由で独特そのもの しかし じっくり耳を傾ければその音楽は聴く者の心を強く励まし 深く静かに説得してくれる 高名な批評家 若き日を知るミュー
ジシャン 仕事を共にしたプロデューサーらが綴った文章に加え 村上春樹自身のエッセイと 私的レコード案内 でその魅力の真髄に迫る

Thelonious Monk 2010-11-02
piano solo personality the 2nd edition now features 16 of waller s best including african ripples
ain t misbehavin alligator crawl clothes line ballet e flat blues gladyse handful of keys
honeysuckle rose i ve got a feeling i m falling keepin out of mischief now my feelings are hurt
numb fumblin russian fantasy smashing thirds valentine stomp viper s drag

The Dizzy Gillespie Collection 2003
presents various interdisciplinary articles to bridge the gulf between classical and popular music

セロニアス・モンクのいた風景 2014-09
this is avram mednicks third non fiction book about music go figure since his best instrument is
the radio this one is about live albums one hundred of which he discusses he seems to be stuck
on that number

Thomas "Fats" Waller (Songbook) 1998-05-01
jazz makers gathers together short biographies of more than 50 of jazz s greatest stars from its
early beginnings to the present the stories of these innovative instrumentalists bandleaders and
composers reveal the fascinating history of jazz in six parts the pioneers including scott joplin
louis armstrong and bessie smith swing bands and soloists with duke ellington ella fitzgerald and
billie holiday the piano giants featuring fats waller art tatum and mary lou williams birth of
bebop including dizzy gillepsie charlie parker and miles davis cool jazz hard bop and fusion with
john coltrane sonny rollins and stan getz a century of jazz featuring wynton marsalis joshua
redman and other contemporary greats

Concert Music, Rock, and Jazz Since 1945 2002
the most highly acclaimed jazz theory book ever published over 500 pages of comprehensive
but easy to understand text covering every aspect of how jazz is constructed chord construction
ii v i progressions scale theory chord scale relationships the blues reharmonization and much
more a required text in universities world wide translated into five languages endorsed by jamey
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aebersold james moody dave liebman etc

Got Live Album If You Want It! 2013-11-13
transnational environmental policy analyses a surprising success story in the field of
international environmental policy making the threat to the ozone layer posed by industrial
chemicals and how it has been averted the book also raises the more general question about
the problem solving capacities of industrialised countries and the world society as a whole reiner
grundmann investigates the regulations which have been put in place at an international level
and how the process evolved over twenty years in the us and germany

Classic CD. 2000
lead sheets for b e and c instruments

ピアノスタイル超実践!ジャズ・ピアノ塾 2011-03
at the same time that this chapter continues to introduce readers to tete montoliu s life musical
work and impact it also challenges certain transnational assumptions regarding spanish jazz it is
important to attend to ways in which the listening practices of mid twentieth century
anglophone audiences were shaped by the popular jazz market in particular it is by dispensing
with misrepresentations of the connection between jazz and flamenco that readers can move
beyond mere sketches of spain and begin to appreciate the full complexity of iberian jazz this
effort is further supported by montoliu s own strong opinion that mezclar flamenco con el jazz es
como mezclar las almejas con el chocolate es una mezcla imposible de digerir mixing flamenco
with jazz is like mixing clams with chocolate it is a mixture that is impossible to digest

Jazz Makers 2002-02-21
what do louis armstrong ray charles bob dylan willie nelson tom waits cassandra wilson and ani
difranco have in common in highway 61 revisited acclaimed music critic gene santoro says the
answer is jazz not just the musical style but jazz s distinctive ambiance and attitudes as
legendary bebop rebel charlie parker once put it if you don t live it it won t come out of your
horn unwinding that zen like statement santoro traces how jazz s existential art has infused
outstanding musicians in nearly every wing of american popular music blues folk gospel
psychedelic rock country bluegrass soul funk hiphop with its parallel process of self discovery
and artistic creation through musical improvisation taking less traveled paths through the last
century of american pop highway 61 revisited maps unexpected musical and cultural links
between such apparently disparate figures as louis armstrong willie nelson bob dylan and herbie
hancock miles davis lenny bruce the grateful dead bruce springsteen and many others focusing
on jazz s power to connect santoro shows how the jazz milieu created a fertile space where
whites and blacks could meet in america on something like equal grounds and indeed where art
and entertainment politics and poetry mainstream culture and its subversive offshoots were
drawn together in a heady mix whose influence has proved both far reaching and seemingly
inexhaustible combining interviews and original research and marked throughout by santoro s
wide ranging grasp of cultural history highway 61 revisited offers readers a new look at and a
new way of listening to the many ways jazz has colored the entire range of american popular
music in all its dazzling profusion

The Jazz Theory Book 2011-01-12
artist transcriptions 18 transcriptions from one of the greatest and most revered jazz pianists
including a child is born the continental the girl from ipanema gravy waltz i m old fashioned it
ain t necessarily so little girl blue love is here to stay moanin my one and only love noreen s
nocturne on the trail over the rainbow place st henri rockin chair round midnight stella by
starlight sweet georgia brown
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Transnational Environmental Policy 2002-11-01
one of the best books certainly the best nonfiction book that i ve read recently nancy pearl on
npr s morning edition an extraordinary achievement new york times book review an award
winning writer captures a year that defined the modern world intertwining historical events
around the globe with key moments from her personal history the year 1947 marks a turning
point in the twentieth century peace with germany becomes a tool to fortify the west against the
threats of the cold war the cia is created israel is about to be born simone de beauvoir
experiences the love of her life an ill george orwell is writing his last book and christian dior
creates the hyper feminine new look as women are forced out of jobs and back into the home in
the midst of it all a ten year old hungarian jewish boy resides in a refugee camp for children of
parents murdered by the nazis this year he has to make the decision of a lifetime one that will
determine his own fate and that of his daughter yet to be born elisabeth

Stevie Wonder 2006
this updated second edition is an in depth exploration of elgar s compositions and of writings by
and about the composer and his music the past 16 years have seen a steady increase in
scholarly publications and the emergence of the elgar society journal as well as further
discoveries of the composer s mss and letters and the new edition incorporates this latest
research the compositions are examined in a work by work catalog in chronological order in
which each entry gives a complete census and collation of manuscript proof text biographical
printed edition and bibliographical sources for each item the listing also includes unfinished
sketches and details of much unpublished material the bibliography section covers selected
established literature as well as details of reviews and articles contained in the european
periodicals at the climax of elgar s career

朝日新聞縮刷版 2002
this updated second edition is an in depth exploration of elgar s compositions and of writings by
and about the composer and his music the past 16 years have seen a steady increase in
scholarly publications and the emergence of the elgar society journal as well as further
discoveries of the composer s mss and letters and the new edition incorporates this latest
research the compositions are examined in a work by work catalog in chronological order in
which each entry gives a complete census and collation of manuscript proof text biographical
printed edition and bibliographical sources for each item the listing also includes unfinished
sketches and details of much unpublished material the bibliography section covers selected
established literature as well as details of reviews and articles contained in the european
periodicals at the climax of elgar s career christopher kent was nominated unanimously by the
scrutiny panel of the international association of music libraries archives and research centres
for the 2014 c b oldman prize for the most outstanding reference resource published in 2014 he
received the award at their annual conference held at the university of aston birmingham in
april

Fanfare 1985
to what extent can music be employed to shape one culture s understanding of another in the
american imagination japan has represented the most alien nation for over 150 years this
perceived difference has inspired fantasies of both desire and repulsion through which japanese
culture has profoundly impacted the arts and industry of the u s while the influence of japan on
american and european painting architecture design theater and literature has been celebrated
in numerous books and exhibitions the role of music has been virtually ignored until now w
anthony sheppard s extreme exoticism offers a detailed documentation and wide ranging
investigation of music s role in shaping american perceptions of the japanese the influence of
japanese music on american composers and the place of japanese americans in american
musical life presenting numerous american encounters with and representations of japanese
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music and japan this book reveals how music functions in exotic representation across a variety
of genres and media and how japanese music has at various times served as a sign of modernist
experimentation a sounding board for defining american music and a tool for reshaping
conceptions of race and gender from the tin pan alley songs of the russo japanese war period to
weezer s pinkerton album music has continued to inscribe japan as the land of extreme
exoticism

Beyond Sketches of Spain 2022
ビル エヴァンス キース ジャレットと並び人気の高いジャズ ピアニスト セロニアス モンク 本書は 謎と伝説に包まれた独創のジャズ音楽家 セロニアス モンクの生涯とその実像
に迫った初のノンフィクションのジャズ物語

Jazz Education Guide 2005
what if you could change your life and write your own story what if you could make your dreams
come true to say bones isn t thrilled with his dead end job at the venus motel would be an
understatement but when you re fifteen with no family expecting any prospects for your future
feels pretty pointless you just have to roll with the whims of the powers that be and the motel
owner calico foster can t keep herself afloat much less rescue a lost kid a job is all she can offer
why jimmy la roux chooses the venus to land at when he rolls out of the desert and into the
parking lot is more than anyone knows but with a rattle of harley pipes and a cloud of dissipating
dust he roars in fresh from blasting through the cosmos ready to change all of their lives
complete with jeans boots hair and muttonchops swept back from cosmic winds and muscles
like ropes he looks like he could take on any sorrow and wrestle it into submission and he s
wielding a magic box that makes anything that goes into it disappear forever welcome to the
venus motel where a million stars dance above the neon and things are almost never what they
seem with a cast of characters including a blues playing magician biker a broken singer running
away from her past a couple of down and out crooks a lovelorn cowboy and a famous author
drowning his demons in a bottle of rum venus sings the blues is vivid quirky ride into the desert
southwest like all of buck storm s stories it s full of humor and depth and takes a lyrical look at
god s love and his pursuit of man in a style reminiscent of an engaging blend of jimmy buffet
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